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.lhstroct- This paper demonstrates the resear·ch results obtained 
for the application of Differential Evolution (DE) algor·ithm in a 
well known real time strategy game, namely "'anTaft 3. The DE 
algorithm is one of the global optimizcrs that commonly used in 
solving real-time pr·oblcms. In this wor·k, the DE algorithm is 
combined with the conventional fced-fonvanl ar·tilicial neural 
network in optimizing the solutions. The DE acts as an 
optimization technique used during l'Volution whilst the neuntl 
network oper·ates as the controller in deciding the unit that 
should be spawned for· mimicking the computer .\1. The 
cxper·imentation r·estrlts show a gnmp of mixed randomized 
opponent from a lar·gcr· food limit can be defeated by the 
generated AI army using DE. Thus, it proo[<.; that the DE used 
has successfully tuned the neural weights which acts as 
controllers in this tournament game. Fur·thcnnorc, the generated 
controllers could deride the best units that should be spawned in 
defeating the opponent. 

Keywords- Art(ficia/ Intelligence (AI); ArtUicial Neural 
Networks (ANNs); D~flerential Algorithm (DE); Real- Time 
Strategy Game (RTS); WarcN~fi 3. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Differential Evolution (DF::) is proposed by Stone and Price 
during 1995 Ill. Since then. DF CIS a branch or evolutionar) 
computing had sho\vn promising outcome in many 
applications such as neural networks learning l2][3]. 
multiprocessor synthesis [4), optimization or dynamic system 
[5"1, estimation of heat transfer [6], optimization design of heat 
exchangers 171, optimization and synthesis or heat integrated 
distillation system [S], optimize water pumping system [9]. 
net\'vork. design optimization [I 0]. optimizing sensor I II], etc. 
Recently. Roryc;:ka and Jus/,C/.uk used DE as an 
approximation algorithm in selecting optimal strategy in 
playing zero-sum game and· the authors showed DL can 
generate the likely optimal mixed strategies !'or large zero-sum 
game 1121. Zero-sum game is a mathematical game where a 
player gaining is only from another player·s lost [ 12]. In other 
cases. DL also presenting promising results in neural network 
learning. Slowik and Bialko uses DE to train arti !I cia I neural 
network named as differential evolution - artificial neural 
network training (DE-J\NNT) and compared DE with 
evolutionary algorithm- neural network training (E/\-NNT). 
as well as Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm ( LM). and back-

propagation method (EBP) [13]. The experimentation results 
showed DF>ANNT show promising result by comparing to 
Uvl and DL-ANNT can train a better artificial neural network 
(ANN) comparing to LA-NNT and El3P. Furthermore. Abdul
Kader investigates DE with three different structures of ANN: 
multilayer perception (MLP). radial basis function network 
(RBF). and feed forward artificial neural network (FF/\NN) in 
\\'eat.her prediction inside some [gyptian [l)\Vn [ 14]. The 
outcome shcl\\ s that DE with r:F/\ NN is the most accurate 
approach in \\Cather rurecasting. Furthermore. l,i. Wang. Jiao. 
and Han used an I mprovccl Dt~f'ercntial F:volution (IDE) \Vith 
Radial l-3asis Function (RRF) neural net\vork in ickntillcation 
of thermal IXOl:CSS. Their simulation results showed the 
improved RBF neural net\vork that was used to identify 
thermal complex ob_jccts will get greater idcntitlcation 
effectiveness \\'hen IDL algorithm \Vas used to determine the 
optimum parameters [ 15]. DL and ANN had been applied in 
many areas with promising results but still unsightcd in 
gaming Artiileial I ntelligcnt (A I). especially in RTS game. 

Games have long been chosen as testing platform for AI 
due to its competitive and dynamic environment. It is a 
respectable and challenging research area in computer science 
as the complexity o!' designing gaming /\1 is much more 
interesting and diff'lcult compared to other real life problems 
[ 16 j. /\1 is an important element for game. It makes the game 
more interesting by providing. challenging game-play or 
controlling non~player character. Thus, this motivates thf 
investigation !'or potential of' DE in generating a neural 
controller !'or real-time strategy g::~me, Warcraft .l (custom 
map). In this research. the Warcarft .l is used as aRTS test bed 
!'or its popularity as one or the multi-billion seller RTS games 
1171 I_ I ~q and it shares the common characteristic of nowadays 
RTS game such as several choices of races which having their 
own special units. building and bonus features. Warcran 3 is 
also being utilized in investigating on in1proving 
micromanagement of RTS game \<Vith case-based reasoning 
system and in resulting the proposed approach is capable to 
defeat the build in game AI nevertheless, it still out smarts by 
human players 1191. 

In this study. a real time environment is provided by a 
custom made Warcraft 3 map. There are tv,co forces of battle 
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unit involved in each game: (I) randomized opponent battle 
unit. namely RO-AI and (2) generated neural controller battle 
unit:' namely DE-NN-AI. The DE-NN-Al used is a 
combination of DE and FF ANN during the optimization stage. 
The conventional DE is applied to tune the weights of the 
FFANN where FFANN '"rorks as a decision mechanism on 
\vhat battle unit to spawn for competing over the opponent 
unit. The research objective is to generate an optimum group 
of battle unit that extremely superior that can defeat a huge 
opponent unit by having a maximum remain units after the 
game. The research is focused on the human units during its 
games play as a basic research scope. 

II. METHOD 

A. Feed Fonvard Art!ficia/ 1\ieum/ Ne!H'()f"ks 

FFANN has been \veil known for its extremely fast ::tnd 
accurate perlzm11ance in gaming and robotics area 
[13]1_14][16][20]. The researchers have proven highly 
promising results could be generated \vith the FFANN used. It 
has been chosen and used in this research as it is simple. easy 
to understand, easy to develop and less time consuming during 
the optimization processes as it involved very little and simple 
layer or neural structure. 

Throughout the literature reviewed as presented in the 
previous section. the combination or OF with ANN has been 
proven to be use!'ul in generating optimal solutions ror real 
time problems such as discussed in 113111411201- The basic 
structure or the ANN consists ol· a minimum or three layers: 
(I) input layer. (2) hidden layer and (3) output layer 120]. 

In this paper. the FFANN plays as two important roles. 
The 1:1:ANN is used as the neural controller for (I) deciding 
the type or unit and (2) number or unit to be spawned during 
the games play. It is important to decide the type of unit to be 
spawned during the games play as each di tfcrcnt unit is having 
different damage level and attuck skill whilst the number of 
unit to be spa\vned is the key to n1imic the R0-/\1. ·rhc 
FFANN used in this study also consists of three layers. Each 
layer consists of number of nodes and the nodes ~lre connected 
to other layer with forwarded connectionist [201. The input or 
the FF/\NN is the spawned RO-AI unit in each match and the 
output rrom the FFA NN represents the unit to be spawned l()r 
the DE-NN-At. The bias value or the NN used is+ I. Each or 
the weight or the FF ANN will be represent \vith real number 
\Vhich later \Viii be the chromosomes l()r evolutionary stage. 
Fig. I shows the structure or the FFANN that used in this 
study. 

!3. f)ijj'e re 111 iol F1'0!uf i 011 

OF is a population based optimi1.ing method and branch or 
e1.·olutionary computing presented by [11. In this study. DE is 
used to evolve the weight or FFANN lor solving single 
o~jective problem in generating the corresponding units to 
defeat a group of RO-AI unit. DE is different comparing to 
other evolutionary techniques because DE uses different 
number or parents in generating next population. The DE 
algorithm used is sho\VS as belmv. 
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Figure I. Structure of FF/\NN. 

1.0 Start. 

?.0 lnitiali;.ation ol' population (I 0 chromosomes/Ff AN. 
wei~hts) bv ~eneratin!L random real value Y( -1.1) whicl ......., ... ._. .__ 

represents the \\eight of the I·TANN. 

3.0 Loop 

3.1 Randomly generate enemy unit until food limit ts 
reached which is then used as input for FI· .. ANN. 

3.2 An Individual (chromosome I weights) is loaded into 
the FF'/\NN and the output is computed. /\Iter that, 
the generated output is decoded into integer values 
that representing the amount of units that should be 
spawned for each type of unit.. 

3.3 C!ame starts after all units for both sides had been 
spawned by ordering all units to attack-move to the 
centre ofthe customized Warcrah 3 map. 

3.4 CJamc ends once either one side of food reached zero 
(all units killed) or if the life of the game has elapsed 
180 second. Then. fitness of the individual is 
calculated and stored in an archive. The remained 
units are cleared mvay li·om the grmti1d. • 

3.5Step 3.1. 3.2 and step 3.3 are repeated until all 
individuals of current population are evaluated. 

4.0 Select three parents (PI. P2 and P3) \Yith tournament 
selection. 

4.1 If it is not the tirst generation of the opttmtzation 
process. compare among all parents stored in the 
archive. Choose three outperformed parents for 
further used in the evo I uti on phase. 

4.2 Othen,vise. store the selected optimal parents to the 
archive. 

5.0 Loop 
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5.1 Crossover PL P2 and P3 with some uniform (0, I) to 
create a new offspring as below: 

If within crossover rate, 
w.child = w.Pl + N(O l)(W·P2 _ w.P3) 

L L ' I. l 

else 
w.child = WPl 

l L 

Lndif 

5.2Mutate with some uniform (0. I) as below: 

w.child f- WP 1 + N(O mutation rate) 
L L 1 -

5.3 Add offspring into next population. 

5.4 Step 5.1. 5.2 and 5.3 arc repeated until offspring of 
next generation reaches l 0. 

6.0 Eliminate all individual in the current population. 

Step 3. 4. 5. and 6 are repeated until reached 200 generations. 

Ill. WARCRAfT 3 (.lASS) 

Warcraft 3: The Frozen Throne is one of the \Varcralt 
latest series produced by Rli:;J.arcl entertainment. In this 
research. Warcrart 3 can provide the required environment for 
testing our neural controller that is dynamic. complc\: and 
imperfect information in a thn:e dimensional (3D) 

en\'ironment. Other than that. \lv'arcratt 3 <.llso meet the feature 
or current RTS game by having multiple races ,,·ith O\-vn 
special units. buildings and technology. Warcraft 3 provides 
four races or character: (I) human that huving high armour for 
units and buildings (1) nrc with highly strength hit points 
units. (3) undead that quick in unit production. and (4) nightelr 
with offensive unit. 'fhe map or Warcrart 3 can be customi;.ed 
with programming language call Jass by using .lass Editor. In 
this study . .lassCrall is used as the editor to modi l'y the 
\\·arJmap.j lor a map as the test bed. As previously mentioned. 
this stud) focused in hlllnan race unit. We believed that the 
generated controllers could mimic any type of randomized 
RO-AI unit us the human unit is strengthened by the urmour 
and hence the generated optimal units could easily defeat other 
type of RO-AI races. The details or the units that used in the 
experiment are shown in Table I and Table 2. respectively. 

TAI3Lt: I. HUMAN UNITS' STATS 

,----------i·----;--.·-t·---·· q·-:--·-----1 1\
. lilt Att- Attack Atlael.; 
ame . -1-f------------~t 2~{____ ~!~ _IJ:Q_': __ _ 

Footman 420 12.5 rvkke Normal 

Rilkme~n 505 21 Range PiL:rc~ 

Knight X35 34 Melee Normal 
1--------·---·-·--· -----·-- ---··--

Spell Breaker 600 14 Range Normal 
~-

Flying Machine 200 7.5 Range Pierce 

Monar Team 360 ss Range Siege 

Gryphon Raider ~~"""g' Magic 
f------- ----

Dragonl-lawk Raider 9 Range Pierce 

Table 1 and Table 2 clearly show the varieties of the units 
in human race of Warcratt 3. Knight is the strongest ground 
unit with equipped extremely high armor nevertheless it skill 
has been limited to apply for ground unit. Gryphon raider is 
the strongest air unit but skilled with very light of defensive 
characteristic. Mortar team is a special unit that having siege 
attack in damaging a group of units in a small effective area. 
1-lcl\.vever, it is limited to only target for ground unit and it is 
having lightly defensive skill. Unlike other gan1e, each unit 
used in Wareran 3 is having its mvn unique capability and 
limitation and hence a tournament could not easily to be 
defeated by huge group of army used. In such a case, a group 
of 15 footmen could be easily mimicked by only 5 knights. In 

T/\13LE 2. !lUMAN liN ITS' STATS 

i'\arne "r' 1 mour rty)e ~c O< 
, Ar- Arm~u Unit +~·o-

---·--Foo~~~~~~~~----1--;-- !Ieavy Groun~ 2 

Mediu , 

_______ Ri,~~~~~~--------l--~--L-~-. -·l~roul~~-
"-ntghl I ) I !Ieavy CJrouncl 

f-- -1---·----jf----
iVIed iu 

Ground Spell Lh~aker 
--- -------------· ------·-- ·--------·------~---·-'----------

Flying Machine 2 H~.<IVY Air 
- ·- -----·-- ·--·----·- -----·-- -·-+--- . ·-·----·--1----------·--·-··-·-· ·-----·-··--· ·------

f'vlortar Tcam () 1-kavv I Ground 

~~~-~~~~~~)~~~~--;~~;~(;~--~=[=~-~~[ ~J~~-J~~~~-~c~~-=~ 
DragonHawk Raid.::r l.ighl 1\ ir _) 

L__ ______ _t_ ___ j ___ ____L__ _ _j_____) 

other case. one footman could easily mimic at least two 
ritlemen. The combination of units used during games play is 
the key for the vv·inning rather than depending On number or 
units used. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

This experiment uses a 20x30 Warcrart 3 custom map. DE 
and FF /\NN are developed in war3map.j using JassCraft a 
.lass editor. The \Var3map.j is then injected to the map by 
MPQfVlastcr. Fig. 2 shows the map created on WorldEdit. 

figure 2. Map on WorldEdit. 
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The map generated in Fig. 2 shows there are two groups of 
human race units used during the gan1es play, one group is 
loca~ed on the top side and another group is positioned at the 
botton~ side of the map. The DE-NN-A l units are spawned on 
the bottom side of the map whilst the RO-A l units are 
spawned and located on the top side or the map. Furthermore. 
the spell casters units and heroes units arc switched off and so 
with the research technology and upgrade bonus. ;\s 
previously mentioned, the units usee! in this experiment were 
limited only f(x human races and the micrornanagcment of 
each unit was not included. 

There are I 0 set of experiments conducted with crossover 
rate 0.7 and mutation rate 0.02. h_)()d limit for DE-NN-Al unit 
is prefixed to I 00 and the food limit for RO-AI is assigned to 
120. The food limit is purposely prefixed differently in order 
to increase the diff-iculty of the games play. We hope the 
combination of FF ANN and DE could generate a group of less 
AI unit that able to defeat a larger group of opponent. The 
tournament is begun once all or the units or both sides have 
been spawned by ordering all units to attack-move to the 
centl-c of the map. The tournament is considered ended by two 
situations ( l) food limit reached 1.ero l'or either one sides (all 
units have been mimicked) or (2) the match reached 180 
seconds. The winner comes from the group that having highest 
number of food limit remained during the games play. A timer 
is included during the games play as there was a limitation 
founu during some strange games play. In a match. it might 
happen \vith remaining units ror both sides were unable to 
attack each other since some of the units \vere limited to their 
own ski lis. As an example. it might happen \Vhere there ~vvere 

three knights remained !(JJ: RO-AI and t\·VO !lying machines 
remained ror DE-NN-AI. 8oth RO-A I units and DF-NN-A I 
were unski lied to attack each other. l-Ienee. a timer has been 
included in order to solve the limitation. 

V. TEST FUNCTION 

The ob_jective of this experiment is to win the game in 
competing \\ith a stronger group of RO-AI unit. Highest 
number or remaining unit is the key to be the winner ror the 
games play. Hence. the test function used involved the rood 
limit characteristic. The proposed litncss function is listed as 
below. 

FL = Fu1. - FEt (I) 

F1 represents litness value or an inuiviclual. Fu 1 represents 
rl.'maining foud of DL-NN-AI and FE1 rqxescllls remaining 
rood or RO-AI. A positive \'aluc ol· F1 means DE-NN-Al is 
\Vinning the match. Otherwise. the DL-NN-AI is losing the 
battle if F1 of the round is negative. 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

There were I 0 set of experiments conducted in this study. 
Each experiment involved an optimal of 200 generation runs 
during the optimization processes. The experimentation results 
showed all 10 generated controllers pcrt(mned very well and 
the generated DE-NN-AI could defeat' the RO-AI in all runs. 

Fig. 3 below shows two out of all I 0 experimentation results 
obtained with highest average litness scored during the 
optimization stage. Fig. 3.(a) shows ll·om 1st generation to 45 111 

gener~1Lion. the scores keep increasing from 40 to 80 and the 
scores reached an average or 85 score until its last generation. 
During early stage of the first Cew generations. a good solution 
has been successfully obtained and maintained during the 
optimization stage as the elitism with archive has been applied 
in order to avoid of losing good solutions. The generated good 
solution \vas l'ormed a balanced number of ground and air 
units for our DE-NN-AI which consists of fe\-v rit-lemen. 
l(Jotmen and knif!hts. Nevertheless. durinQ. Q.eneration 301

h to 
45t11

• that particul;r optimal solution had d;cidecl to change the 
strategy in spawning more air units \vhich were gryphon 
raider. rlying machine and dragonhc:nvk raider rather than the a 
combination or ground and air units. It happened as the DF
NN-AI round that it could easily mimic against the RO-Al 
with more air units used. 
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Figure 3. bperimentation results. 
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Furthermore, it was harder for RO-AI to mimic the DE
NN-Al air units due to some RO-AI ground units were limited 
thei;. skill in fighting against the DE~NN-Al air units. At last, 
the optimum solution found was formed by a group or 
gryphon raider without other type of units support. It 
happened as the DE-NN-AI found that ( 1) there \·vere more 
units remained with gryphon raider used during the games 
play. (2) it was easier to mimic the RO-AI with only air unit 
used, (3) the t1ying machine \-vas not require as it equipped 
less hit point and low attack power. 'This experiment has 
clearly shows the DL::-NN-AI learned some behaviors (I) 
minimizing ground units used during games play as sume 
ground units were limited their capability to attack air units 
even they were equipped with high hit point high attack 
power and higher armor. (2) decision making in remaining and 
maximizing the number of best units rather than combine a set 
or different units, and (3) minimizing the time taken to mimic 
the RO-AI even this l'eature was not previously included in the 
test function. 

Fig. 3.(b) shows almost similar situation happened as 
discussed in Fig. 3.(a). r:rom Fig. 3.(b). it clearly depicts the 
solution found was capable to defeat the RO-AI even the 
con1bination unit in RO-Al \vas dilTerent ror every generation. 
The generated DL-NN-AI lost t\VO matches during early stage 
ol' the evolution (generated less than zero t·itness scores) but 
the /\1 learned quickly to generate dilTerent combination of 
ground and air units to mimic the RO-AI. Nevertheless. the 
DE-NN-Al unit lost against in battle during 2ls1 generation. 
With the assistant t)l' DE algorithm, the DE-NN-AI started to 
spawn more air units rather than halanced ground and air units 
and the DE-NN-AI <H!.ain mimicked the R0-/\1 al'ter 
generation 22 11

d. The Df~~NN-AI on the go to generate better 
sulution and lastly came out with a great solution on 
generation 36111 on\;ard until end of the optimi/.alion lilC. The 
optimum DE-NN-A I was formed with all dragon hawk unit 
compared to gryphon raider in the previous discussion. L·:ven 
buth controllers ,,.e1-c generated all air units. interestingly the 
solution obtained in experiment 6 generated slightly higher 
litness score compared to experiment 8. ~ 1.915 and 82.075 
respectively. This is something interesting as gryphon raider 
units used should generate higher average fitness score 
because gryphon raider always equipped vvith highest hit point 
as well as extrernely high attack power compared to 
dragonhaw·k as shown in Table 1. Different level or equipped 
arrnor might be is the reason or scored less !'rom gryphon 
raider. 

In other case. it clearly sho\vs that the elitism DE-NN-/\1 
used has successru!ly maintained the good solution during the 
optimization stage. Fig. 4 shows the evidence with the 
conducted experiment scored 52.085 average fitness score and 
won during the games play. Typically. the average l"itness 
scme obtained in the early stage or the experiment was around 
60 with a group of combined major rilleman units and some 
ground and air units. 
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-~~l-l ------------------------ Gen~ation 
Figurt' 4 Collected results on e:-:periment 3. 

Nevertheless. the DL-NN-AI lost against the battle during 
generation 92 11

d. 93'" and 97th as the spmvned RO-A I units 
\Vcrc majored in very stmng ground units such as knights. 
footman and mortal team. Then. the solution \Vas changed to 
spawn more air unifs !'or the DL-NN-Al team. llowe\Tr. the 
DE-NN-/\1 units lost again kll· almost all battles during 
generation 130111 

- 165'11
• It happened as the R0-/\1 generated 

lots of rilleman and knights to counter with the DE-NN-AI 
unit. The R0-/\1 knights killed the DE-NN-AI ground units 
_just within fe\v seconds or the games play as the DE-NN-/\1 
units were l·ormed by a large group ol' ri !lemen and mortal 
team that having very less or armor ability whilst the RO-AI 
ri llenwn mimic the DF-NN-A l air units. The generated 
solutions were changing during the optimi/.ation stage until 
generation 170 onwards .. at last. the optimal solution round. A 
group of gryphon raider took place. 

In an overall. the average generation for reaching early 
convergence is 80.4. The average titncss scored is 73.719 and 
the average maximum litncss is 96.6. The overall 
experimentation results were tabulated as in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 OVERALL EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS. 

2 

3 

79 

llS 

173 

-+ I 72 

6 I 33 

7 118 

R I 39 

9 35 

10 I 61 
1\ vt:rage 80.4 

82.075 L_ 96 

75.380 I 96 

Rl.915 96 

_7S 7~5 t--I_Q_~----
72.555 93 

73.719 966 
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Most of the experiments conducted were ended up with a 
grbup of air units of gryphon raider except in experiment 6 as 
disc'ussed previously, dragonhm~vk raider took the place. 
Obviously, a group of gryphon raider is the global solution !'or 
this tournament lighting. The gryphon raider is considered as a 
strong unit among all other human race units. Ciryphon raider 
is equipped with second highest hit point and second highest 
attack power even with zero defensive skill. Furthermore. 
gryphon raider is immunity to most of the ground units such as 
footman. knight. spell breaker. and mortar team. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The experimentation results have clearly shovved the 
optimal game controllers could be obtained through the 
hybridization of FFANN and DL. The generate<..! controllers 
were able to choose which unit to be spawned to encounter 
with a stronger group or enemy. From the results obtained. it 
clcarl.v shows the DL-NN-A I learned some behaviors (I) 

minimizing ground units used during games play as some 
ground units vvere limited their capability to attack air units 
even they were equipped with high hit point. high aLtack 
power and high armor. (2) good decision making in remaining 
and maximizing the number of best units rather than combine 
a set or diiTercnt units. and (3) minimi1.ing the time taken to 
mimic the RO-Al even this l'ealure was not prniousl:_
included in the test !'unction. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

The inclusion or different races in unit can be tested with 
FF/\NN \\·ith DE controller. Micromanagcment is always a 
great issue in gamming i\l. lt may atTect the outcome of the 
controller. Furthermore. the inclusion or multi-ob.iectin:s 
concept such as minimi;ing resources or minimi;ing food 
required during the optimi;.ation processes maybe able to 
generate better controllers during games play. Other studies 
such as incremental learning. co-evolutionary. interactive 
evolution strategy. etc could be applied to generate better 
controllers. 
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